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Abstract
Digital informations are tremendously increasing at every second, in the recent decade there has been a surplus amount of data storing day by day. With
the advancement in efficient machine learning algorithms, analyzing of complex
data becomes much easier. Categorizing these textual data recently became more
important for the organizations dealing with huge data. Handling higher dimensionality features becomes more complicated on process huge data, forcing to select
certain Features (FS) which are higher values for the process. In this project an
efficient feature selection algorithm which is based on Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used improve the efficiency of Feature Selection process. Here
Support Vector Machine is used as the classifier in combination with PSO to give
a best features.
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Introduction

The 21st century is called the era of Internet, where informations are shared around the
globe at every second. Most of the informations available are in the form of unstructured
data, it is also said more than 80% of the informations are available are unstructured
data VS and P (2013). These data are generated mostly from social media such as
Facebook, Twitter, bloggers, News article, review sites, etc which are more valuable for
the industries depending on it. Inorder to process those data and convert them into
valuable information researches has developed many algorithm. The research question is
based on implementation of an algorithm which can solve a higher dimensional feature
reduction in terms of classification various data.
Among many algorithms Particle Swarm Optimization provides a best results StuartReid (n.d.) for search base problems and optimization problems. Since the research
proposal is based on higher dimensional feature reduction, a Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization is used to reduce the higher dimensional features in the multi- dimensional
space vector and categorize the data accordingly to its domain using Support Vector Machine. Furthermore, this research will analysis the various optimization techniques Zhang
et al. (2014) involved in Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The composition of this
research paper are as follows: Section 2 will discuss the similar and supporting works carried out on the research area. Section 3 will discuss techniques used in this project and
1

the type of data used for the analysis. Section 4 will be explain the implementation
process of the techniques. Section 5 will be on evaluating the results produced in the
section 4. Finally section 6 will be on findings where futuristic research can be carried
on.

2

Related Work

Text feature selection is one of the major preprocessing stage which is carried out in text
mining and text categorization. Vector space model (VSM) Salton and McGill (1983) is
basic model used for Text categorization which involves usage of different categories as
classes and words in the document as features. There are many methods which can be
used to generate the value for features such as Term Frequency (TF), odd-ratio, CHISquare ratio Prusa et al. (2015), document frequency (DF), Mutual Information (MF),
etc. Improvement of weight Dong and Hownet (n.d.) are can be done by using lexicon
and semantic models. As there are many parameters to take care of during the conversion
many researchers suggest to opt for a mixed methodology for filtration criteria such as
Term Frequency Inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) Salton and Buckley (1988) and
Inverse Category Frequency (ICF) How and Narayanan (2004).
Studies has suggested usage of wrapper model in analysis of higher dimensional feature
space does not provide an promising results as expected in terms of performance Yang
and Pedersen (1997). So latent semantic index (LSI) can be used for transform by
implementing text in feature space vector, which helps for a higher dimensional feature
problems. With the help of this approach filtration of required feature which contribute
high efficiently to the process can be taken out from higher dimensional feature space. By
implementing Genetic Algorithm (GA), searching even a fine grain of features provides a
better results l.G. Hao and l.O. Wang (2013).
An evolution of LSI and GA lead to the development Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO), which is a population based optimization technique developed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995 Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). Particle Swarm works on the population
based search related problems, it initializes with population of particles in N Dimensional
space vectors. This methodology is used in detection of spam messages from other normal
messages Lai and Wu (2007).
The main drawback of Genetic Algorithm are mutation and crossover Hu (n.d.), so
overcome this issue Particle Swarm Optimization model is used. Working of PSO is much
similar to bird flocking mechanism, where they move in a uniform fashion in search of food
helping them to cover more area in single iteration. As the number of iteration increases
the area in search of food decreases. So this mechanism was first developed as Ant colony
optimization Al-Ani (7) where the ant move in uniform faction to find the food. Particle
Swarm optimization is introduced inorder to overcome the issue produced by Ant Colony
optimization algorithm which is on collision avoidance. Later PSO became a common
methodology in the field of optimization and Feature Selection. Grid based search method
in early stage was replaced with PSO which including an classifier and Feature selection
algorithm at the same time Lin et al. (2008). Even the famous Hill-climbing method was
replaced with PSO in selection of features based on rough sets Wang et al. (2007). Later
on there where different types of PSO where introduced in resolving various different
problems according to the needs such as Binary or Basic Particle Swarm Optimization
(BPSO), Simple Particle Swarm Optimization (SPSO), Extreme Distributed and Simple

Particle Swarm Optimization (TSPSO) and Dynamic Extremely Distributed and Simple
Particle Swarm Optimization (DTSPSO). Here the gaps of each algorithm are updated
with the later version. As The velocity of particle movement from BPSO is updated in
SPSO, where as in TSPSO threshold of disturbance is taken into considerings in updating
the particle position.
There were many supervised and unsupervised methods introduced along with PSO in
classification problems. Clustering base algorithm with K-mean was combined with PSO
as a hybrid PSO in document clustering provided a good results Cui et al. (2005). Later
when considering a classification based problems SVM provides and positive results with
PSO other than decision tree, Artificial neural networks [Feature Selection for Chinese
Text Categorization Based on Improved Particle Swarm Optimization]. In order to fine
grain of the SVM classification process Transductive Support Vector Machine (TSVM)
and simulated annealing (SA) was introduced to improve the standards Sun and Sun
(2005). For this research topic a classification model known as LIBSVM Chang and Lin
(2011)is used to compute 10-fold crosvalidation accuracy, the reason for using LIBSVM
is because it has high computational performance which can solve C-SVM classification,
epsilon-SVM regression, nu-SVM classification nu-SVM regressions also for multi class
classification problems.

3

Methodology

In this research project, the study is focused on the selection of data type and converting
those data into useful information by prepossessing and cleaning and finally convert into
machine understandable format (i.e. numerical values) be sending it to prediction stage.
Once the Data are cleansed up, a sample of data are used for testing of the PSO-SVM
algorithm and the accuracy is considered. This sample of data has two classes and 13
top most feature sets. So the calibrations and other parameters are adjusted according
to the desired accuracy. The original dataset consist of 5 different classes and 600 feature
sets. The technology used in this research process are Python IDLE from Anaconda.
Python is one of the most powerful programing languages when it comes to analytics.
On the account of considering the project time line factor, machine learning technologies
are taken into consideration.

3.1

Data Collection

Since the project is all about Categorization of documents, the datasets are collected from BBC. Yes in this project News feed dataset documents are collected from
[http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/bbc.html]. This data consists of numerous text documents
on each topic providing a training and test datasets. There are basically 5 categories of
data classifications/categories Business, Sports, entertainment, politics and technology.
These are raw simple news feeds data which appeared at BBC articles on the year 2004 to
205. Summary of the datasets are described in the below table. The reason for choosing
these dataset is because of its complexity in natural language processing and diverse data
which helps in the analysis of this project.

Figure 1: Process Workflow

3.2

Topic’s

Number of Document

Business
Entertainment
Politics
Sports
Technology

150
386
417
511
401

Data Cleaning

Data Cleaning is one of the most important stages in the entire process, more to be
called as key changing factors. If there is any mislead in this cleaning of data, it
will reflect back till the end of the process. So the data Cleaning comprises of basically three stages Punctuation removal, Non ASCI characters removal, Stop words removal. This all process is carried out with a package called Natural Language Tool
Kit (NLTK) Bird et al. (2009) in python. Natural language processing is specially used
for analysis of text related data, it has preinstalled numerous algorithms especially for
text Data Analysis and contains over 50 different corpora and lexical resource. Since
this project is not about deep analysis on Text mining, here we are just going to use
NLTK for stemming, tokenizing, stopword removal. Basically stemming is a process
of reducing inflectional forms of words and derivationally related words. Say example

Having – have
Ponies – pony
Cats —- cat
So first stage in data cleaning is filtering non ASCI characters such as c , R , , , , 163,
%d, .etc while the document is imported, this help us to do filtrations on related text.
Later on goes tokenization, breaking up of words, followed by stopwords removal. This
process finally leave the words which are completely cleaned, this can be later used for
Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency.

3.3

Data Conversion

This is the intermediate stage that is at this stage human understandable language is
converted into machine understandable language, ie test is converted into numerical using an algorithm called TF-IDF. TD- IDF B (n.d.)Jain et al. (1999) consists of two
stages, one is calculation of Term frequency and Inverse document frequency. From the
previous stage, the tokenized word is taken out and the frequency of each word is calculated and stored out in the memory. The most frequent words may sometimes be
less useful metric, say example understanding is an unique word which is also not a
part of stopwords and it may occur frequently on all documents. The main aim of this
stage is to calculate unique words which represents a topic. Hence inorder to measure that, we need to measure how frequently the word occurs in all the documents
which is Inverse document frequency. Hence the product of Term frequency and Inverse document frequency gives the weight of the particular word in the entire document. Later the entire data is uploaded to form a corpus to use it for later usage.

Wdi = T Fdi ∗ IDFdi = T Fdi ∗ log2 (n/DFdi )

(1)

Where
Wdi is the weight of the particular item i across the document d.
TFdi is the number of times the term i occurred in the document d.
DFdi is the term frequency across all documents.
N is the collection of total number of documents.
To make this process simple from NLTK packages TF-IDF algorithm is used and the
weight of every item is calculated and saved separately.

3.4

Machine Learning Model Selection

This part of the analysis is the heart of the project, where the data collected from previous stages are combined together in a meaning full way so that it can be directed
directly to the machine learning process. This proposal is on usage of Support Vector
machine with the combination of Particle Swarm Optimization on the categorization of
documents. Document categorization is one of the hottest top on current research fields
as it can give a tremendous amount of information. The reason for choosing Particle
Swarm Optimization is because of its computing capability when the scale of documents
is larger. The optimization capability is high in a very big search space environment, so
that in single iteration it can cover up many solutions and obtain a targeted solution in
few iterations. Performance of the PSO can be increased by optimizing PSO parameters
EVERS (2009). The main advantage of using PSO over other optimization problem is
that it does not use gradient of the problem being optimized and need not be differentiable. Say example the most classic optimization method is gradient descendant which
need the data to be differentiable. The working mechanism of PSO depends on the population of the particles. These particles move around the search space depending upon the
dimension of the solution. Where each particle is treated as a point in N- Dimensional
space. The basic working algorithm of the PSO are as follows. Before going deep on the
concepts, the simplest form of PSO mechanism can be explained with the bird flocking.
As everyone would have seen the movement of birds in a uniform regular fashion in search
of food. Initially they dont know where the food is, so they move randomly searching
for food in an area. So at each iteration birds move close to the food, though they dont
know where exactly the food is. Inorder to find the food, the effective one is to follow
which is much closer to the foods. Here PSO uses this scenario to solve the optimization
problems, birds are represented as particle and food is represent the solution. At every
iteration birds move towards the food by updating two values one is pbest solution and
another one is gbest solution. The best values of the fitness from the particle during
iteration are stored in the pbest and the best values of global solution are stored in gbest.
When the particle is populated to its topological neighbor, the obtained best solution is
called local best Hu (n.d.). To find the velocity of the particle in which it has to move to
obtain the local position and the position of the particle is shown in equ (2).
Vij [] = Vij [] + C1 ∗ rand() ∗ (pbestij [] − positionij []) + C2 ∗ rand() + (gbestij [] − positionij [])
(2)

P ositionij [] = positionij [] + Vij []
where Vij[] is the velocity of the particle obtained
Positionij[] is the current location of the particle
Rand() is the randomly generated number which lies between 0 and 1
C1 and C2 are the constants usually it will be of value 2
Here The standard pseudo code of particle swarm optimization is as follows.

(3)

Figure 2: Pseudo code

Here fitness function is calculated with the help of Support Vector Machine, where
RBF kernel is used for classification since Gaussian function makes a good cluster pattern
distribution in N dimensional space vector [Text Feature Selection using Particle Swarm
Optimization Algorithm]. The reason for using Gaussian function is because it obtains
fine granularity over the particle centroid from each point of the data Picton (2000). When
compared to back propagation method RBF provides high efficiency over non stationary
inputs. On considering from previous studies, it is seen that implantation on BBC dataset
have not considered using RBF network. For performing this process in an efficient
way a package called LIBSVM is used, as LIBSVM can work with multi classification
and regression related problems. Input of the LIBSVM comprises of basically three
components and it should be represented in the below format.

Figure 3: Data Representation

Where Class is the class to which the particular line belongs to, FeatureID is the ID
of each feature and <value>is its IF-IDF values.

4

Implementation

Data from different category folders are combined together to form a single CSV file with
the encoding called ISO-8859-1 by Python programing language. One all the file are
appended to a dataframe, it leaves a final document consisting of 2225 rows 2 columns.
Here the fields are Topic, Data. Where topic represents the Class and the Data are raw
text files. Later each row in the data should undergo cleaning process, where the first
stage is converting all the text to lowercase then tokenizing it. Next stage in cleaning
is removing unwanted punctuations, numbers, symbols and blank spaces from the text.
Next step in cleaning is stemming of the words. This is where the available text from
the token is taken out and the true derived form of word is replaced to it. Say example
having is derived from have. Final stage of cleaning is to remove stopwords, NLTK has
inbuilt corpus for stopwords with the help of this all the unwanted words are removed
from the list.

Figure 4: Total Number of Features

Final entire corpus consists of 1548 features which belongs to all 5 classes. Similarly
same procedure is followed for each classes by filtering out data column which belongs to
topic Business. This resulting in creating a separate corpus for each class. This method
helps a lot in calculation of TF-IDF which is the key essential data conversion factor to
this entire research. From the main corpus filtere sentence, filter out the unique words,
in other words remove the duplicates. These are the feature which the entire TF-IDF
value to be calculated on which is of total 695, so upload it to the data frame which
contains topic and data. SO the final document consists of topic, data and features as
shown below comprising of 2225 rows * 983 columns fig (5)
Inorder to understand each corpus which is created during the process, a word cloud
is generated, this gives a pictorial view of the corpus belonging to each category fig (6).
By using sklearn library the value of each text file is calculated and appended to
its corresponding place feature value in the dataframe and saved to CSV format. This
datasets are finally used for the PSOSVM process.

Figure 5: Created Data Frame

Figure 6: Created Data Frame

Before starting the process of PSOSVM, the experiment must be conducted in a
regular parallel PSO technique Gaikwad and Patwardhan (2014). At every iteration
random particles have to be initiated and then it has to be assigned to the data and not
when every data is updated. So when new data is updated, the particle which are not
assigned to the data are reinitialized and assigned to the particle. The fitness value is
calculated with the help of SVM of RBF kernel SVC of each particle and the calculated
value is assigned to the feature number of the subsets. For calculating the effectiveness
of optimization being produced here we compare TFIDF value of each iteration with
the term class on the training dataset. Inorder to find the exact pattern matching the
document class, all the features are considered except the features which provides zero
TFIDF value. Then 10-fold cross validation accuracy is calculated using LIBSVM with
SVM RBF kernel type. Similar process is carried out for SPSO, which is a simplified
location updating of BPSO.

5

Evaluation

Inorder to test the PSO and to do some basic calibration, the algorithm is modified
by reducing the parameters and the instead of svm as a fitness function the parabolic
equation is used. So the aim of the process is to find a global solution on a single
dimensional vector plane. This will provide a random distribution of particles on the
plane of parabola. During the first iteration particles are scattered on the parabolic
surface and assigned to the fitness function data. After every iteration gbest value is
calculates and moved to a new position. Finally all the particles move towards the global
solution from local solution, this movement can be seen in the below image.

Figure 7: Testing

Its error is the error value of each particle obtained from the cross validation.

Figure 8: Error calculation

If a global solution is obtained velocity of the particle is updated and the move function
gets activated, requesting the particle to move towards the global solution. This process
is carried out at every update in global value occurs.

Figure 9: Working Mechanism

Figure 10: PSO Analysis

Figure 11: PSO and SPSO Analysis

5.1

Discussion

In this over all research process there were challenging parts which couldnt be cover
come such as lack of memory on the machine, computational capability. As we can see
that due to these hurdles generation of pictorial representation was not possible when
processing the whole data due to higher dimensionality computational capability. Based
on the results which are generated we can say if these problems are overcome, a pictorial
representation and higher extent iteration of the process would have provided a much
granular results.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Studied conducted for this research where based on Particle Swarm Optimization feature
selection Algorithm and provided support from the experiment stated that this optimization algorithm in combination with SVM provide is much efficient way of handling higher
dimensional datasets. Not only in terms of high dimensionality features also supports
more when there are more number of classification. Here fitness function provides an
important key feature, so that a changes in the fitness function will have a major impact
on the PSO performance. From the research performed we can conclude that PSO is a
powerful search based algorithm and can still be improvised by tuning the input parameters. So by using PSO with LIBSVM higher dimensional multivariate problem can be
solved in granular level.
Future work will be based on resolving the problems faced during this process which
includes unpacking the predicted dataset from the classified solution and to implement
mapreduce on SPARK. Since it a higher dimensional feature reduction type problem
solving, usage of hadoop platform will increase the computational capability and parallel
processing of data to reduce the processing time. As PSO is basically a parallel processing,
by using hadoop efficient can be increased. Not only that more complicated analysis can
be conducted over it. Also in future a fine tuning analysis of C-SVC according to the
SVM model can yield a granular level classification, which will be very much helpful in
identifying the classification problem.
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